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Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of efficiently finding gene
clusters formalized by nested common intervals between two genomes
represented either as permutations or as sequences. Considering permu-
tations, we give several algorithms whose running time depends on the
size of the actual output rather than the output in the worst case. In-
deed, we first provide a straightforward O(n3) time algorithm for find-
ing all nested common intervals. We reduce this complexity by provid-
ing an O(n2) time algorithm computing an irredundant output. Finally,
we show, by providing a third algorithm, that finding only the maxi-
mal nested common intervals can be done in linear time. Considering
sequences, we provide solutions (modifications of previously defined al-
gorithms and a new algorithm) for different variants of the problem,
depending on the treatment one wants to apply to duplicated genes.
1 Introduction and related work
Computational comparative genomics is a recent and active field of bioin-
formatics. One of the problems arising in this domain consists in com-
paring two or more species by seeking for gene clusters between their
genomes. A gene cluster refers to a set of genes appearing, in spatial prox-
imity along the chromosome, in at least two genomes. Genomes evolved
from a common ancestor tend to share the same varieties of gene clus-
ters. Therefore, they may be used for reconstructing recent evolutionary
history and inferring putative functional assignments for genes.
The genome evolution process, including – among others – fundamen-
tal evolutionary events such as gene duplication and loss [12], has given
rise to various genome models and cluster definitions. Indeed, genomes
may be either represented as permutations (allowing one-to-one corre-
spondence between genes of different genomes) or sequences – where the
same letter (i.e. gene) may occur more than once (a more realistic model
but with higher complexity). In both those models, there may exist, or
not, genes not shared between two genomes (often called gaps).
Moreover, when modeling genomes for gene order analysis, one may
consider either two or multiple genomes, seeking for exact or approximate
occurrences, finding all or just non-extensible (i.e. maximal) occurrences.
There are numerous ways of mathematical formalizations of gene clus-
ters. Among others, one can mention common substrings (which require a
full conservation), common intervals [1, 7, 14, 15] (genes must occur con-
secutively, regardless of their order), conserved intervals [4] (common in-
tervals, framed by the same two genes), gene teams [16, 2, 8] (genes in a
cluster must not be interrupted by long stretches of genes not belonging
to the cluster), and approximate common intervals [6, 13] (common in-
tervals that may contain few genes from outside the cluster). For more
details, please refer to [3].
In this article, we focus on another model – namely the nested com-
mon intervals – which was mentioned in [9]. In this model, an additional
constraint – namely the nestedness – (observed in real data [10]) is added
to the cluster definition. Hoberman and Durand [9] argued that, depend-
ing on the dataset, if the nestedness assumption is not excluding clusters
from the data, then it can strengthen the significance of detected clusters
since it reduces the probability of observing them by chance.
As far as we know, [9] was the only attempt to take into account the
nestedness assumption in a gene cluster model (namely gene teams) and
yields to a quadratic-time greedy bottom-up algorithm. In fact, no explicit
algorithmic analysis is given in [9], which might be a bit dangerous in view
of the fact that genomes may consist of up to 25, 000 and more genes. In
the following, we will give some efficient algorithms to find all gene clusters
– considering nested common intervals – between two genomes.
Let π1 and π2 be our genomes, represented as permutations over N :=
{1, . . . , n}. For any i ≤ j, π[i, j] will refer to the sequence of elements
(π[i], π[i + 1], . . . , π[j]). Let CS(π[i, j]) := {π[k] | k ∈ [i, j]} denote the
character set of the interval [i, j] of π. A subset C ⊆ N is called a common
interval of π1 and π2 if and only if there exist 1 ≤ i1 < j1 ≤ n and
1 ≤ i2 < j2 ≤ n such that C = CS(π1[i1, j1]) = CS(π2[i2, j2]). Note
that this definition purposely excludes common intervals of size one since
they would not be considered in the more general nested common interval
definition. The intervals [i1, j1] and [i2, j2] are called the locations of C in
π1 and π2, respectively.
Given two common intervals C and C ′ of π1 and π2, C contains C
′
if and only if C ′ ⊆ C. This implies that the location of C ′ in π1 (resp.
π2) is included in the location of C in π1 (resp. π2). A common interval
C is called a nested common interval of π1 and π2 if either |C| = 2,
or if |C| > 2 and it contains a nested common interval of size |C| − 1.
Note that this recursive definition implies that for any nested common
interval C there exists a series of nested common intervals such that
C2 ⊆ C3 ⊆ · · · ⊆ C with |Ci| = i. A nested common interval of size ℓ is
maximal if it is not contained in a nested common interval of size ℓ+1. A
maximal nested common interval can however still be contained in a larger
nested common interval. For example, considering π1 := (3, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6)
and π2 := (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), the maximal nested common interval [4, 6] in
π1 is contained in [1, 6].
The general Nested Common Intervals problem may be defined as
follows: Given two genomes, find all their nested common intervals. One
can then consider genomes either as permutations or sequences and might
also be interested in finding only the maximal nested common intervals
and/or allowing gaps. In the two following sections, we will give efficient
algorithms for both permutations and sequences but will leave the case
considering gaps as an open problem.
In [1], Bergeron et al. proposed a theoretical framework for comput-
ing common intervals based on a linear space basis. Of importance here is
the technique proposed in [1] in order to generate the PQ-tree [11] corre-
sponding to a linear space basis for computing all the common intervals
of K permutations. Generating this basis can be done in O(n) time for
two permutations of size n. Then one can, by a browsing of the tree,
generate all the common intervals in O(n+ z) time where z is the size of
the output. One can adapt this algorithm in order to find nested common
intervals in O(n+ z) time.
In this work, we did not follow that approach, since (1) PQ-trees are
a heavy machinery and quite space consuming in practice, and (2) our
aim was to provide easy-to-implement algorithms with small constants
in the O-notation. Moreover, algorithms based on PQ-trees do not easily
generalize to sequences.
2 Nested common intervals on permutations
As described in [7, 14, 15], when considering permutations, both common
substrings and common intervals can be found in optimal, essentially
linear time. As we will show, not surprisingly, finding nested common
intervals on permutations can also be done efficiently.
2.1 Finding all nested common intervals
First, one has to notice that the number of nested common intervals can
be quadratic in n (e.g. when π1 = π2). However, in many practical cases
the number of nested common intervals may be much smaller, such that
one can still achieve lower time complexity by developing methods whose
running time depends on the size of the actual output and not of the
output in the worst case.
In the following, we will w.l.o.g. assume that π1 is the identity per-
mutation and rename π2 by π for ease of notation. A naive bottom-up
algorithm, inspired from the one given in [9] and straightforwardly fol-
lowing the definition of nested common intervals, can be defined as in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Find all nested common intervals
1: for i← 1, . . . , n do
2: l← i, r ← i
3: repeat
4: l′ ← l, r′ ← r
5: if pi[l′− 1] = min(CS(pi[l′, r′]))− 1 or pi[r′ +1] = max(CS(pi[l′, r′]))+1 then
6: while pi[l − 1] = min(CS(pi[l, r′]))− 1 do l−− done
7: while pi[r + 1] = max(CS(pi[l′, r])) + 1 do r++ done
8: else
9: while pi[l − 1] = max(CS(pi[l, r′])) + 1 do l−− done
10: while pi[r + 1] = min(CS(pi[l′, r]))− 1 do r++ done
11: end if
12: report all intervals [l′′, r′′] with l ≤ l′′ ≤ l′ and r′ ≤ r′′ ≤ r except [l′, r′]
13: until l = l′ and r = r′
14: end for
Clearly such an algorithm requires O(n+ z) time to report all nested
common intervals where z is the size of the output. However, the out-
put may be highly redundant as several intervals will be identified more
than once. The worst case is when one considers π = (1, 2, . . . , n). More
precisely, in this case some of the O(n2) nested common intervals will be
reported up to n times, giving a total worst-case runtime of O(n3).
Therefore, one may be interested in computing an irredundant out-
put. The main improvement we propose consists in a simple prepro-
cessing step that will speed up our algorithm for nested common in-
tervals. Let us define a run of two permutations π1 and π2 as a pair
of intervals ([i1, j1], [i2, j2]) such that π1[i1, j1] = π2[i2, j2] or π1[i1, j1] =
←−−−−−
π2[i2, j2] where ←−x := (xk, xk−1, . . . , x1) denotes the reverse of sequence
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xk). A run is maximal if it cannot be extended to the
left or right. Since a run can also be of size one, two permutations can
always be decomposed into their maximal runs with respect to each
other. For example, in the following the maximal runs are underlined:
π1 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) and π2 = (4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 9, 6, 7, 8).
Given a decomposition of two permutations into their maximal runs
with respect to each other, a breakpoint will refer to any pair of neighbor-
ing elements that belong to different runs. In the above example, π1 (resp.
π2) contains three breakpoints (4, 5), (5, 6) and (8, 9) (resp. (1, 5), (5, 9)
and (9, 6)). By definition, the number of breakpoints is one less than the
number of runs. When considering one of π1 and π2 as being the identity
permutation then a run may be defined as a single interval.
Algorithm 2, hereafter defined, computes irredundant output by mak-
ing use of the two following simple observations.
Lemma 1. All subintervals of length at least 2 in a run are nested com-
mon intervals.
Lemma 2. In the procedure of constructing incrementally a nested com-
mon interval by extension, when one reaches up to one end of a run such
that the begin/end of this run can be included, then the whole run can be
included and all subintervals ending/beginning in this run can be reported
as nested common intervals.
Proof. By definition, the elements of a run [i, j] in π with respect to
the identity permutation are consecutive integers strictly increasing or
decreasing. Therefore, in an incremental construction by extension of a
nested common interval nc that has a run [i, j] as its right (resp. left)
neighbor, if one may extend nc by i (resp. j) then, by definition, π[i]
(resp. π[j]) is the minimal or maximal element among the elements of the
extended interval. Thus, all the elements of the run [i, j] may be added
one by one, each leading to a new nested common interval. ⊓⊔
Consequently, by identifying the runs in a preprocessing step (which
can be easily done in linear time), whenever during an extension a border
of a run is included, the whole run is added at once and all sub-intervals
are reported. The details are given in Algorithm 2 which employs a data
structure end defined as follows: if i is the index of the first or last element
of a run in π then end[i] is the index of the other end of that run; end[i] = 0
otherwise.
It is easily seen that the time complexity remains in O(n + z) with
z being the output size, except that this time the output is irredundant
(i.e. each nested common interval is reported exactly once). When applied
to π := (1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 5) for example, one may check that Algorithm 2 will
report locations [1, 2], [1, 3], [2, 3] when i = 1, locations [5, 6], [4, 6], [1, 6],
Algorithm 2 Find all nested common intervals, irredundant version
1: decompose pi into maximal runs w.r.t. id and store them in a data structure end
2: for i← 1, . . . , n− 1 do
3: if end[i] > i then
4: l← i, r ← end[i]
5: report all intervals [l′′, r′′] with l ≤ l′′ < r′′ ≤ r
6: repeat
7: l′ ← l, r′ ← r
8: if pi[l′−1] = min(CS(pi[l′, r′]))−1 or pi[r′+1] = max(CS(pi[l′, r′]))+1 then
9: if pi[l − 1] = min(CS(pi[l, r′]))− 1 then l← end[l − 1] end if
10: if pi[r + 1] = max(CS(pi[l′, r])) + 1 then r ← end[r + 1] end if
11: else
12: if pi[l − 1] = max(CS(pi[l, r′])) + 1 then l← end[l − 1] end if
13: if pi[r + 1] = min(CS(pi[l′, r]))− 1 then r ← end[r + 1] end if
14: end if
15: report all intervals [l′′, r′′] with l ≤ l′′ ≤ l′ and r′ ≤ r′′ ≤ r except [l′, r′]
16: until l = l′ and r = r′
17: end if
18: end for
[2, 6], [3, 6] when i = 5, and nothing for the other values of i. Let us prove
this interesting property of Algorithm 2.
Proposition 1. In Algorithm 2, any breakpoint is considered (i.e. passed
through) at most once during the extension procedure described from lines
8 to 14.
Proof. Assume bp = (π[x], π[y]) is a breakpoint in π with respect to the
identity permutation. Then y = x+1 and there are only two possibilities
for bp to be passed through twice: either (1) once from the left and once
from the right, or (2) twice from the same side.
Let us first consider the case where bp is passed through from both
left and right. Therefore assume that
π = (. . . , π[X], . . . , π[x], π[y], . . . , π[Y ], . . .)
where C1 := CS(π[X,x]) and C2 := CS(π[y, Y ]) are nested common in-
tervals (otherwise bp would not be passed through more than once). Fur-
ther assume w.l.o.g. that bp is passed in the extension of interval [X,x]
(a similar proof can be easily provided for the extension of [y, Y ]) whose
maximum (or minimum) element isM := max(C1) (resp.m := min(C1)).
Then, in order for [X,x] to be extensible, either π[y] = M + 1 or
π[y] = m−1. Let us assume that π[y] =M+1 (the case where π[y] = m−1
can be shown similarly). We will show that bp cannot be passed through
in the other direction, i.e. in an extension of [y, Y ]. Since π[y] = M + 1
and each of the two intervals [X,x] and [y, Y ] consists of consecutive
integers, we have that all elements in C1 are smaller than any element
in C2. Thus, for an extension in the left direction across bp, the largest
element of C1 must be at its right end, i.e. π[x] =M . However, if this was
the case, then bp = (π[x], π[y]) = (M,M + 1) would not be a breakpoint,
a contradiction.
Now let us consider the case where bp is passed through twice from
the same side, starting with different runs. Therefore assume that
π = (. . . , π[X ′], . . . , π[X], . . . , π[x], π[y], . . .)
where C1 := CS(π[X,x]) and C2 := CS(π[X
′, x]) are nested common in-
tervals derived from different runs (i.e. reported from two different values
of i), one in the interval [X,x] and the other in the interval [X ′, X − 1].
Further assume w.l.o.g. that bp is passed through in the extension of [X,x]
(a similar proof can be easily provided for the extension of [X ′, x]) whose
maximum (or minimum) element isM := max(C1) (resp.m := min(C1)).
Then, in order for [X,x] to be extensible, either π[y] = M + 1 or
π[y] = m−1. Let us assume that π[y] =M+1 (the case where π[y] = m−1
can be shown similarly). We will show that bp cannot be passed again in
this direction, i.e. in an extension of [X ′, x]. Since π[y] = M + 1 and, by
construction, C1 ⊂ C2, we have that all elements in CS(π[X
′, X − 1]) are
smaller than any element in C1. Moreover, since bp is a breakpoint, we
have that π[x] 6= M and, more precisely, π[x] < M . Then, any extension
of [X ′, X − 1] would not be able to include M since at least one neces-
sary intermediate element (namely π[x]) would not have been previously
included. Thus, all cases are covered and the proposition is proved. ⊓⊔
Irredundancy of the locations of nested common intervals returned by
Algorithm 2 follows immediately.
Proposition 2. In Algorithm 2, two different runs cannot yield the same
nested common interval.
Proof. In order to be possibly reported twice, an interval would have
to be a superinterval of two different runs. However, in order to yield
the interval, the breakpoint(s) between these two runs would have to be
passed through twice, which is not possible by Proposition 1. ⊓⊔
2.2 Finding all maximal nested common intervals
As previously mentioned, one might also be interested in finding only the
maximal nested common intervals in optimal time O(n+z) where z is the
number of maximal nested common intervals of π1 and π2, since there will
be fewer. In fact, we will first prove that the number of maximal nested
common intervals is in O(n) leading to an overall linear time algorithm.
Proposition 3. Every element of π is a member of at most three differ-
ent maximal nested common intervals.
Proof. This follows immediately from the correctness of Proposition 1.
Indeed, according to Proposition 1 each position can be reached from at
most two directions. Thus, the only case where an element of π may be
member of exactly three different maximal nested common intervals nc1 =
[i1, j1], nc2 = [i2, j2] and nc3 = [i3, j3] is when i1 ≤ i2 ≤ i3 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ j3.
For example, considering π1 = (2, 1, 3, 4, 6, 5) and π2 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), the
element 3 in π1 is member of (2, 1, 3, 4), (3, 4) and (3, 4, 6, 5). ⊓⊔
In order to get only the locations of maximal nested common intervals,
one has to modify Algorithm 2 such that only the locations at the end of
an extension are reported. To do so, one has simply to (1) remove from
Algorithm 2 lines 5 and 15 and (2) report the unique interval [l, r] – which
is by definition maximal – just after the end of the repeat ... until loop
(currently line 16).
Clearly, the time complexity of this slightly modified version of Algo-
rithm 2 is unchanged; that is O(n+ z) where z is the size of the output.
Proposition 3 implies that the number of maximal nested common inter-
vals is in O(n), leading to an overall linear time.
3 Nested common intervals on sequences
In this section, we will give algorithms (mainly ideas due to space con-
straints) to handle genomes represented as sequences (i.e. genes may be
duplicated). In the following, we will assume that our genomes, denoted by
S1 and S2, are defined over a bounded integer alphabet Σ = {1, . . . , σ}
and have maximal length n. The precise definition of nestedness in se-
quences is subtle. Therefore, we propose three different variants of the
problem, depending on the treatment one wants to apply when, during
the extension of an interval, an element that is already inside the interval
is met once again.
First, one may just extend the interval “for free”, only caring about
the “innermost occurrence”; all other occurrences are considered as not
contributing to the cluster content. This definition follows the same logic
as earlier ones used for common intervals [7, 14] and for approximate
common intervals [6].
A slight modification of our naive Algorithm 1 leads to an O(n3)
algorithm. Indeed, since the sequences may contain duplicates, one has
to start the extension procedure with all possible pairs (S1[i], S2[j]) where
1 ≤ i ≤ |S1| and 1 ≤ j ≤ |S2|. Moreover, after each extension step all
genes that are already members of the cluster have to be “freely” included.
This can be tested efficiently by storing the elements belonging to the
current cluster in a bit vector c[1, . . . , σ].
The resulting Algorithm 3 – which clearly runs in O(n3) time as each
pair of index positions (i, j) is considered at most once and for each
of them the extension cannot include more than n steps – only reports
maximal gene clusters as previously done for permutations.
Second, one may forbid the inclusion of a second copy of a gene in
a nested common interval. This problem can also be solved easily, by a
quite similar algorithm which stops any extension when a gene already
contained in the common interval is encountered.
Finally, one may be interested in finding a bijection (sometimes called
matching in the computational comparative genomics literature) where,
inside a nested common interval, each gene occurrence in S1 must match
a unique gene occurrence in S2 from the same gene family. Surprisingly,
the nestedness constraint leads to a polynomial time algorithm whereas
for many other paradigms, considering matching and duplicates leads to
hardness [5].
For this last variant, we unfortunately only know a very inefficient
algorithm described hereafter. The main idea is to, first, construct a di-
rected acyclic graph G whose vertices correspond to pairs of intervals
([i1, j1], [i2, j2]), one from S1 and one from S2, that contain the same multi-
set of characters. In G, an edge is drawn from a vertex v = ([i1, j1], [i2, j2])
to a vertex v′ = ([i′1, j
′
1], [i
′
2, j
′
2]) iff the corresponding interval pairs differ
by one in length – i.e. |(j1 − i1)− (j
′
1 − i
′
1)| = 1 – and the shorter one is
contained in the longer one, i.e. ((i1 = i
′
1) or (j1 = j
′
1)) and ((i2 = i
′
2) or
(j2 = j
′
2)). An illustration is given in Figure 1.
Since, for a given multiset of cardinality ℓ there are at most (n−ℓ+1)2
vertices in the graph, the total number of vertices in G is bounded by
O(n3). Moreover, by definition, each vertex has an output degree of at
most four, hence the number of edges is also bounded by O(n3). Finally,
G can clearly be constructed in polynomial time. One can easily see that
there is a correspondence between nested gene clusters and directed paths
in G starting from vertices corresponding to multisets of size 2. Indeed,
a path (ci1, ci2, . . . cik) in this DAG, where ci1, ci2, . . . cik are common
intervals, induces that ci1 ⊆ ci2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ cik and ∀1 ≤ j < k we have
Algorithm 3 Find all maximal nested common intervals in two sequences
1: for i← 1, . . . , |S1| do
2: for each occurrence j of S1[i] in S2 do
3: for each k ← 1, . . . , σ do c[k]← (k = S1[i]) done
4: l1 ← i, r1 ← i
5: l2 ← j, r2 ← j
6: repeat
7: while c[S1[l1 − 1]] = true do l1 ← l1 − 1 done
8: while c[S1[r1 + 1]] = true do r1 ← r1 + 1 done
9: while c[S2[l2 − 1]] = true do l2 ← l2 − 1 done
10: while c[S2[r2 + 1]] = true do r2 ← r2 + 1 done
11: l′1 ← l1, r
′
1 ← r1
12: if S1[l1 − 1] = S2[l2 − 1] or S1[r1 + 1] = S2[r2 + 1] then
13: while S1[l1 − 1] = S2[l2 − 1] do
14: l1−−, l2−−, c[S1[l1]]← true
15: while c[S1[l1 − 1]] = true do l1−− done
16: while c[S2[l2 − 1]] = true do l2−− done
17: end while
18: while S1[r1 + 1] = S2[r2 + 1] do
19: r1++, r2++, c[S1[r1]]← true
20: while c[S1[r1 + 1]] = true do r1++ done
21: while c[S2[r2 + 1]] = true do r2++ done
22: end while
23: else
24: while S1[l1 − 1] = S2[r2 + 1] do
25: l1−−, r2++, c[S1[l1]]← true
26: while c[S1[l1 − 1]] = true do l1−− done
27: while c[S2[r2 + 1]] = true do r2++ done
28: end while
29: while S1[r1 + 1] = S2[l2 − 1] do
30: r1++, l2−−, c[S1[r1]]← true
31: while c[S1[r1 + 1]] = true do r1++ done
32: while c[S2[l2 − 1]] = true do l2−− done
33: end while
34: end if
35: until l1 = l
′
1 and r1 = r
′
1
36: report ([l1, r1], [l2, r2])
37: end for
38: end for
S1 = ( 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S2 = ( 2 3 1 3 2 4 6 3 5 )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
([1..2], [2..3]) ([1..2], [3..4]) ([3..4], [1..2]) ([3..4], [4..5])
❆
❆❑
❏
❏❪
❩
❩❩⑥
◗
◗
◗❦
✁
✁✕
([1..3], [1..3]) ([1..3], [3..5]) ([2..4], [1..3]) ([2..4], [3..5]) ([3..5], [4..6])
✁
✁✕
✡
✡✣
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳②
❏
❏❪
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳②
PP
PP
PP✐
([1..4], [1..4]) ([1..4], [2..5]) ([2..5], [3..6]) ([4..7], [6..9])
✁
✁✕
PP
PP
PP✐
PP
PP
PP✐
([1..5], [2..6]) ([3..7], [5..9])
([1..7], [3..9])
Fig. 1. Graph G for sequences S1 = (1, 3, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and S2 = (2, 3, 1, 3, 2, 4, 6, 3, 5).
|cij | + 1 = |cij+1|. Therefore, since any common interval of size 2 is a
nested common interval, in any such path, if ci1 is of size 2 then, by
definition, any common interval of this path is a nested common interval.
Thus, the nested gene clusters can be reported in polynomial time.
Indeed, building the DAG can be done in O(n3) time. Then, one has
to browse any path starting from a vertex corresponding to a common
interval of size 2. Since, there are at most n − 1 such common intervals,
and each vertex has an output degree of at most four, on the whole the
number of such paths is bounded by (n− 1) · 4(n− 2); i.e. O(n2).
4 Conclusion
In this article, we proposed a set of efficient algorithms considering the
nestedness assumption in the common intervals model of gene clusters for
genomes represented both as permutations and as sequences. Two main
questions remain open: (1) finding a more efficient algorithm for the last
variant of nested common intervals on sequences and (2) allowing clusters
to be interrupted by up to g consecutive genes from outside the cluster,
as in [9].
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